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The present invention relates to a game and more 
speci?cally it relates to a game wherein a plurality of 
cards and a playing board or boards constitute the com 
ponents of the game. 

It has not been proposed heretofore to utilize cards in 
a game wherein the cards have pictures thereon; the pic 
tures on the playing cards being the combination of a 
?rst pictorial indicia, second pictorial indicia and third 
pictorial indicia, each card unique with respect to all of 
the other non-sequential picture bearing cards, the cards 
being divided into a plurality of classes each class being 
divided into a plurality of groups, each card within each 
group being unique within the group but corresponding 
to another card within each other group in the same 
class and a plurality of playing boards containing a plu 
rality of divisions thereon adapted to maintain the cards 
in a particular arrangement on the board. 

It also has not been proposed heretofore to arrange 
the cards having pictures thereon in a unique manner so 
that the cards in each row, column or diagonal have 
some characteristic in common, as for example all the 
pictures on the cards in one row have the same species 
of ?rst pictorial indicia in common while the pictures on 
the cards in the second row might have the same species 
of a second pictorial indicia in common. 
An object ‘of this invention is a game which provides 

recreational opportunities for children and adults. 
Another object is a game which serves as an educational 

device for children. 
Other objects will become apparent from the drawings 

and the following description in which it is intended to 
illustrate the applicability of the invention without there 
by limiting it to a scope less than that of all equivalents 
which will be apparent to one skilled in the art and in 
which; 
FIGURE 1 is a diagrammatic view of a playing board 

suitable for my invention; 
FIGURES 2-16 are face views of some pictorial indicia 

suitable for use in forming pictures which may be utilized 
on the cards of my game; and 
FIGURES 17—141 are face views of cards bearing pic 

tures thereon which may be utilized in my invention. 
There is shown in FIGURE 1 a playinglboard utilized 

for my game consisting of a plane having inscribed there 
on a plurality of areas; said areas preferably all being of 
equal size and the size of the playing board being of a 
convenient size to be used by a player. 
FIGURES 2, 5, 8, 11 and 14 show different species of 

animal heads which constitute a ?rst pictorial indicia 
suitable for use in forming the pictures which may be 
used on the cards of the invention. 
FIGURES 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15 show diiferent species of 

animal bodies ‘which constitute a second pictorial indicia 
suitable for use in forming pictures which may be used 
on the cards of the invention. 
FIGURES 4, 7, 10, 13 va1'1d‘16 show different species 
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2 
of animal tails which constitute a third pictorial indicia 
suitable for use in foaming pictures which may be used on 
the cards of the invention. 
By combining di?erent species of ?rst, second and 

third pictorial indicia, pictures such as those shown in 
FIGURES 17-141 may be formed. 
A suitable card bearing a picture thereon for use in 

my game is shown in FIGURE 27. The picture on FIG~ 
URE 27 is obtained by copying the pictorial indicia of the 
body of FIGURE 3, the head of FIGURE 8, and the 
tail of FIGURE 13 on a card of the desired shape. An~ 
other card having three pictorial indicia thereon which 
together form ‘a picture suitable for use in my game is 
shown in FIGURE 65 and may be obtained by copying the 
head of FIGURE 2, the body of FIGURE‘ 9 and the tail 
of FIGURE 16 on ‘a card. Cards having suitable pic 
tures thereon can be obtained by combining the pictorial 
indicia of the following: 
The head of ‘FIGURE 2, the body of FIGURE 6 and 

the tail of FIGURE 4 together provide the picture on 
the card of FIGURE 116. 
The head of FIGURE 14, the body of FIGURE 12 

and the tail of FIGURE 4 provide the picture on the card 
of FIGURE 136. 

It may thus be seen that a plurality of pictures suit 
able for use on cards used in my game can be obtained 
by combining the pictorial indicia shown in FIGURES 
2-16. The various possible combinations are shown on 
the cards of FIGURES 17-141. 

It should be noted that by combining the ?rst, second 
and third pictorial indicia of FIGURES 2, 3, 4, FIGURES 
5, 6, 7, FIGURES 8, 9, 10, FIGURES 11, 12, 13, FIG 
URES 14, 15, 16 the pictures of a wolf, lion, monkey, 
tiger, ‘and panda may respectively be obtained. 
The number of playing boards used for my game is pref 

erably equal to the number of participants in the game so 
that each player has his own board. However if the par 
ticipants desire to play on a lesser number of boards, the 
object of the game is not necessarily destroyed. 
The playing cards of the game consist essentially of 

sheets of a suitable material, preferably paper or card 
board, each sheet having suitable dimensions so ‘as to ?t 
or almost ?t the areas inscribed on the playing board 
utilized in my invention and having on one surface there 
of a picture composed of various combinations of species 
of ?rst, second, and third pictorial indicia. By ?rst, sec 
0nd and third pictorial indicia, I means a picture of an 
object or ?gure divided into 3 parts. By using different 
species of the picture of the object or ?gure, thus divided 
in ?rst, second and third pictorial indicia, it is possible 
to obtain a plurality of pictures all being different one 
from another. For example one suitable picture may be 
formed by taking the ?rst pictorial indicia of one species 
combined with the second pictorial indicia of a second 
species combined with third pictorial indicia of a third 
species. While the pictorial indicia of the previously 
described ?gures have combined to form pictures of ani 
mals, other pictorial indicia may be used to form other 
pictures which may be used on the playing cards of the 
game. For example, instead of parts of animals there 
may be used as the ?rst, second and third pictorial in 
dicia parts of human beings, parts of birds, or parts of 
mechanical objects such as automobiles; the pictures on 
the playing cards used all being different one from an 
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other but many of the cards having certain aspects in 
common. 

While this game may be played by any number'of 
people, the following description refers to a game being 
played by four people. 
A game for four people consists preferably of four 

boards of the type shown in FIGURE 1 and a deck of 
preferably 125 cards. The deck of cards is made so that 
of the 125 cards having pictures thereon, there are ?ve 
species of second pictorial indicia, ?ve species of ?rst 
pictorial indicia and ?ve species of third pictorial indicia 
used to form the pictures on the ‘faces of the cards. These 
species used on one face of the cards may then be d1 
vided so that for each species of second pictorial indicia 
there are twenty-?ve cards; no two cards being the same. 
The object of the game may be to place cards bear 

ing pictures on one face thereof on the playing board in 
such a manner as to complete three rows or columns or 
any combination of the preceding with a diagonal or di 
agonals. The cards in each row, column or diagonal 
must have some characteristic in common, as for example, 
all of the pictures in one row may have the same species 
of ?rst pictorial indicia in common while the picture in 
the second row might have the same species of a sec 
ond pictorial indicia in common. A ‘card common to both 
rows would have to have the same species of ?rst pic 
torial indicia and second pictorial indicia thereon. 
As for the rules of the basic game i.e., that intended 

for children, each participant is preferably given a board. 
The dealer begins by giving each player ?ve cards and 
placing the ‘remaining undealt cards face down in the 
middle of the table with the exception of the top card 
which is turned face up and is used to start a second 
pile of cards called “discard” pile. The player to the 
left of the dealer then proceeds to draw one card from 
the “center” or the “discard” pile. He next plays as 
many cards from his hand to his board as he Wishes, 
keeping in mind the object of the game. The same play 
er then draws as many cards from the “center” pile or 
“discard” pile or both as he placed on his board. Thence, 
in order to have no more cards than he initially had to 
begin with, the participant discards one card to the “dis 
card” pile. The same procedure is then followed around 
the board with a participant only placing, removing or 
moving cards from his board when it is his turn. 

If a player wishes to move a card from one place on 
his board to another he must pay a penalty by' discard 
ing a card from his hand without a corresponding pick 
up of a card. If a player wishes to remove a card from 
his board, he must pay a penalty by discarding two cards 
from his hand. 
The ?rst player to complete three rows, columns or a 

combination of both with a diagonal or diagonals an 
nounces this by calling out a prearranged signal such as 
“Game” or “CraZeeZoo,” which ends the game. Any 
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of in the row, column or diagonal in which it is placed, 
rather than just having pictorial features in common 
among those cards in completed rows, as is the case in 
the more simple modi?cation. 
A scoring system is added to the more advanced game 

as follows: 
1st player to complete one row, diagonal or column- 

5 points. 
1st player to complete two rows, diagonal or columns— 

10 points. 
1st player to complete three rows, diagonals or col 

umns——25 points. 
Each player having cards on the board at the com 

pletion of the game—2 points per card. 
As before, the game is completed when a player calls 

out the signal after completing three rows, columns or a 
combination of the preceding with a diagonal or di 
agonals. The penalty for calling out the signal without 
having the proper arrangement of cards on the board 
is the same as in the more simple modi?cation. 

In the advanced modi?cation there is no penalty for 
moving a card from one place on the participant’s board 
to another, provided the pictorial indicia on the card ?ts 
correctly into the new location. However, if a player 

“ must remove a card from his board or wishes to remove 
one from his board he must pay a penalty of ?ve points. 
The scoring system used in the advanced game has 

proven very enjoyable to adults as a number of games 
may be played to determine a winner. 

Children from 7 to 14 find the game interesting and 
the game serves to sharpen the senses of the children be-. 
sides giving them many hours of relaxation. 

While certain modi?cations and embodiments of the in 
vention have been described, it is of course to be under 
stood that there are a great number of variations which 
will suggest themselves to anyone familiar With the sub 
ject matter thereof and it is distinctly understood that 
this invention should not be limited except by such limita 
tions as are clearly imposed in the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A game comprising a pack of cards, said pack com 

prising a plurality of picture-bearing cards, said pictures 
being the combination of ?rst pictorial indicia, second pic 
torial indicia, and third pictorial indicia, each of said in 
dicia being a pictorial representation of a portion of an 
object which has physical reality, each card unique with 
respect to all of the other picture-bearing cards and carry 
ing a single complete picture made up of said ?rst, sec 
ond, and third pictorial indicia, said cards being divided 
into a plurality of classes, each class divided into a plu 

- rality of groups, each card within each group being unique 

55 

one calling out the signal without having the three rows, 5 
columns, etc. properly completed is penalized by having 
one card removed from his board by each opponent, the 
option of which card being vested in the opponents and 
available when their, the opponent’s, turn comes. Any 
so picked up cards, may be used by the opponent so pick 
ing it up on his board, consistent With the rules of the 
game. 
The game may be modi?ed by using different human 

faces with ?ve different facial characteristics, ?ve hair 
colors and ?ve tie colors. In a similar way airplanes, 
cars, trucks, birds, ?sh, etc. may be utilized to form 
suitable pictorial indicia for the cards of my game. 

In a more advanced modi?cation each card bearing 
combinations of three pictorial indicia which together 
form a picture on one face thereof placed on the board 
must have some pictorial feature in common with all of 
the other cards bearing combinations of three pictorial 
indicia which together form a picture on one face there 
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Within the group but corresponding to another card with 
in each other group in the same class and each of the 
other classes and at least one playing board comprising 
a plurality of blank spaces of substantially equal size ar 
ranged in lines and rows. 

:2. A game comprising a pack of cards, said pack com 
prising a plurality of picture-bearing cards, said pictures 
being the combination of ?rst pictorial indicia, second 
pictorial indicia, and third pictorial indicia, each of said 
indicia being a pictorial representation of a portion of an 
animal, each card unique with respect to all of the other 
picture-bearing cards and carrying a single complete pic 
ture made up of said ?rst, second, and third pictorial in 
drcia, said cards being divided into a plurality of classes, 
each class divided into a plurality of groups, each card 
within each group being unique within the group but cor 
responding to another card within each other group in 
the same class and each of the other classes and at least 
one playing board comprising a plurality‘ of blank spaces 
of substantially equal size arranged in lines and rows. 

3. A game comprising a pack of cards, said pack com 
prising a plurality of picture-bearing cards, said pictures 
being the combination of ?rst pictorial indicia, second 
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pictorial indicia, and third pictorial indicia, each of said 
indicia being a pictorial representation of a portion of a 
living thing, each card unique with respect to all of the 
other picture-bearing cards and carrying a single com 
plete picture made up of said ?rst, second and third pic 
torial indicia, said cards being divided into a plurality 
of classes, each class divided into a plurality of groups, 
each card within each group being unique within the 
group but corresponding to another card Within each 
other group in the same class and each of the other classes 
and at least one playing board comprising a plurality of 
blank spaces of substantially equal size arranged in lines 
and rows. 
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